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Summary 

The Concur Solar Array wing (Concur™ Patent P6057405NL) is a new type of solar array that requires a 

hold-down and release system with specific requirements. The array will be stored in a curved configuration 

to increase the eigenfrequency and it holds reflectors that are bent down by a foil. The system has to be able 

to successfully deploy this solar panel without limiting any of the beneficial factors the curvature and the 

reflectors have.  

 

Five concept designs have been made with various ways of holding and releasing the solar panel. The names 

of the designs are presented below: 

 

1. Cable Fence 

2. Sphere Lock  

3. Rotating Girder 

4. Cantilever Girder 

5. Knee Lock 

 

A trade-off table and the insight from senior engineers was used, the design that is examined further was the 

Cantilever Girder, as it was deemed both reliable and simple.  

 

The girder (the girder is attached to the edge of the panel so that the claw holding the panel can be placed on 

it) and seating effort consisted of two tasks, first, the amount of anticlastic bending in relation with the girder 

length was simulated, and afterwards the eigenfrequency was derived. It was found that the amount of 

anticlastic bending was marginal for the case where two girders of 40 centimetres length were used. This 

means that the girder and seating could be reduced by a third of the original length of 120 centimetres. 

However, the simulation to determine the Eigenfrequency revealed that the requirement was no longer met, 

and thus it was decided that a full-length girder and seating was needed to fulfil the eigenfrequency 

requirement of the hold-down system. 

 

The structural analysis revealed that the initial thickness of the girder had to be increased because the stresses 

would exceed the value that was set as the requirement. The stresses in the seating were well within the 

scope of the requirement. 

 

The recommendations for further work are: 

 

a) A more detailed design for the protection foil holder and the pulley needs to be implemented, 

b) A more detailed design for the middle hold-down and release system needs to be made, 

c) The cables of the final concept should be implemented in the dynamic analysis, in order to further 

verify all the components and the working of the mechanism. 
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Résumé 

 

L'aile Concur  Solar Array (Concur™ Patent P6057405NL) est un nouveau type de panneau solaire qui 

nécessite un système de maintien et de déploiement avec des exigences spécifiques, puisqu'il est stocké dans 

une configuration courbe et qu'il contient des concentrateurs qui sont recouverts et abaissés par une feuille de 

métal. Le système doit être capable de déployer ce panneau en ne limitant aucun des bénéfices de la courbure 

et des concentrateurs. 

 

Cinq designs de conception ont été développés avec différentes façons de retenir et de libérer le panneau 

solaire. Les designs sont présentés ci-dessous: 

 

• Câble-clôture, 

• Verrou,  

• Griffe rotative, 

• Griffe cantilever, 

• Verrouillage en genouillère.  

 

En utilisant un tableau de compromis et l'apport d'ingénieurs expérimentés, la conception qui a été le plus 

examiné est la griffe cantilever, jugée à la fois fiable et simple. 

 

Le design de la griffe et des sièges se composait de deux efforts, d'abord, la quantité de courbage 

anticlastique en relation avec la longueur de la griffe a été simulée, et ensuite la fréquence Eigen a été 

simulée. On a constaté que la quantité de courbage anticlastique était marginale pour le cas où deux griffes 

de 40 cm étaient utilisées. Cela signifie que la griffe et les sièges pourraient être réduits d'un tiers. 

Cependant, la simulation pour déterminer la fréquence Eigen a révélé que la condition n'était plus remplie, et 

il a donc été décidé qu'une griffe et des sièges de pleine longueur étaient nécessaires pour le système de 

maintien. 

 

Recommandations pour la poursuite de ces travaux : 

 

• Un design plus détaillé pour le support de la feuille de protection et la poulie doit être mis en œuvre, 

• Une analyse cinématique doit être faite afin de garantir un lancement réussi, 

• Une analyse de sensibilité doit être menée, pour voir où les problèmes potentiels peuvent survenir. 

 

L'étudiant restera à Airbus Defense and Space pour terminer ces tâches. 
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CAD Computer-aided design. 

ECCS European cooperation for space standardization. 

FEM Finite element method. 

HDRS Hold-down and release system. 
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TRIZ Theory of the resolution of invention-related 

tasks (Russian).  
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1. Introduction 

Since the dawn of the space age, satellite engineers have endeavoured to improve the weight, cost, and 

efficiency of their designs. At that time, the space industry had a truly astronomical budget. However, 

nowadays the market demand is ever-increasing and competition is on the rise. This has been the drive 

behind many cost reduction campaigns. Solar arrays (SA) typically constitute about 5-7 percent of the total 

spacecraft costs [1]. The photovoltaic cells form about 40-50 percent of the costs from the solar arrays. The 

Concur Solar Array wing proposes a cheaper alternative to traditional solar arrays. Concur is an acronym for 

reflector and curvature. A patent (Concur™ Patent P6057405NL) is pending for this novel SA for small 

satellites concept. An overview of the design and the deployment sequence is presented in Figure 1.1. The 

reflectors are concentrating the sunlight to a photovoltaic cell and this means that a smaller cell is equally 

sufficient because the sunlight is concentrated. The solar panel is curved in the stowed position, which means 

that the shape is different and that there is a pre-stress, causing the stiffness to increase due to the geometric 

stiffness, which allows the panel to be thinner. Due to the increased stiffness the eigenfrequency of the solar 

panel is as well  increased, meaning that the solar panel can withstand higher amounts of vibrations. 

Nonetheless, these solar arrays bring other challenges that must also be overcome, e.g. how the hold-down 

system will guarantee a safe stowage with the pre-stressed panel. Generally, solar arrays are stowed 

compactly on the satellite body because the launch vehicle does not have sufficient space in its fairing. 

Therefore, the new Concur Solar Array wing demands an improved hold-down and release system. 

 

This project is performed at the Innovation and Design department at Airbus Defence & Space in Leiden, the 

Netherlands for the conclusion of the Erasmus Mundus Master in Space Science and Technology. The 

project is part of a programme to design a new type of solar array.  

 

The goal of the project is to design the hold-down and release system for the Concur solar array. A small 

literature study is conducted in order to familiarise the student with the topic. Afterwards, multiple concept 

designs are made, and one of these concepts is selected for further analysis. 

 

Chapter 2 of this report provides a detailed introduction to the project and its description. In chapter 3 the 

concept designs are presented and the selection of the concept is explained. After that, chapter 4 refines the 

chosen concept by further designing certain parameters and analysing it with the aid of the simulation 

software ABAQUS. Chapter 5 explains how the dynamic simulation was done in ADAMS and its results. 

Finally, chapter 6 presents the conclusions of the project and discusses the recommendations. 
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Figure 1.1: The top left image shows the spacecraft with its solar panels stowed and curved. The top right 

image shows the reflectors on the panel deployed, but the panel itself remains stowed. The lower images 

show the deployment. 
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2. Project Description 

This chapter describes what the project is. First, an introduction of the Concur Solar Array is given and 

second, the assignment that is to be carried out by the student is explained. Finally, the constraints and 

requirements for the project are presented. 

2.1 Concur Solar Array description 

The Concur Solar Array wing is a new type of solar array where the goal is to have a cost reduction by using 

reflectors. A reduction of these photovoltaic cells would mean a substantial cost reduction on the solar array. 

The Concur wing proposes to use multiple smaller reflectors to focus more sunlight on a single photovoltaic 

cell. A schematic overview is given in Figure 2.1 where the reflector can be seen and the photovoltaic cell 

mounted on the back of a reflector. In Figure 2.2 the parabolic shape of the reflector is shown. Due to this 

parabolic shape, the sunlight is concentrated to its focus, where the photovoltaic cell will be placed. The 

concentration ratio can be obtained by dividing the horizontal length of the reflector (D in the image) by the 

length of the photovoltaic cell. 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the reflectors. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: The parabolic shape of the reflector. 

 

The reflectors are mounted on a panel substrate and during launch, the reflectors will have to be stowed in 

order to take the least amount of volume. This will be done by a foil that stretches the reflectors to a flat 

position. The foil will be fixed to the outer hold-down mechanism, and when deployed it shall roll up to the 

middle of the panel. The protection foil is illustrated as orange in Figure 1.1. 
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In addition, the whole panel holding these reflectors is curved as well, in order to form a stiff member in the 

stowed configuration. In the first image of figure 1.1 the curvature of the entire panel can be observed. The 

curved shape provides geometric stiffness and as such, the stowed resonance frequency is increased to a 

higher value than in the case of a flat panel.  

 

2.2 Assignment and scope 

The Concur Solar Array has a need for a Hold-Down and Release System (HDRS). The purpose of this 

system is to (1) secure the panel during launch, (2) hold the panel in such a manner that the curved 

configuration is achieved, (3) hold the protection foil that bends the reflectors down, and (4) release the panel 

and protection foil once this is requested. The task of the student is to make an inventory concerning 

applicable HDRS designs for the Concur solar array. A selection among several concepts shall be made and 

shall be investigated into more detail. The work breakdown structure in Figure 2.3 shows the steps that lead 

to the end of the project. At the end, there should be a working and reliable dynamic analysis. 
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Figure 2.3: Work breakdown structure of the assignment. 

 

The scope of the project is the design and engineering of the hold-down and release system. An example of a 

schematic top view of the complete architecture on the satellite is presented in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Example of a schematic top view of a complete HDRS. 

 

The primary hold-down will release a cable upon activation. When this happens the spring is able to pull the 

cable for a certain amount of length. The cable actuates the edge hold-downs, which causes the panel to be 

released. 

 

The primary release unit will not be designed during this project. It is assumed that from this point the cable 

will be released upon activation. The beams that hold the solar panels once they are deployed are part of a 

different project that is concurrent with this one. 

 

2.3 Requirements and constraints 

There are several requirements and constraints involved in the project. They are listed in Table 2.1 below. 

The table is made using previous reports [2] [3], the project description as initially presented by Airbus 

Defence & Space, and from meetings with senior engineers.  

Table 2.1: Requirements and constraints. 

# Requirement Description Validation 

  Design constraints     

D-1 Panel & Reflectors The panel and the reflectors sizing and materials have 

been determined before and are initially constrained. If a 

design profits from a change then this shall be taken into 

account. 

  

D-2 Thermal knife 1 The central hold down unit is the NELS Thermal Knife 

or MHRM Thermal Knife 

  

D-3 Thermal knife 2 The central hold down unit shall be out of the scope of 

this project. 

  

D-4 HDRS The hold down and release system must allow the panel 

to spring back to its planar (flat) shape. Jamming should 

be prevented. 

Adams simulation 
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D-5 Protection foil The protection foil should roll up completely so that it 

cannot cause shading effects. 

  

D-6 Minimal free length The secondary hold down units shall be placed in such a 

manner that the maximum free length is as minimal as is 

physically possible. 

  

D-7 Mechanical 

components 

The system shall not use any extra electrical 

components, in order to keep the complexity low. 

  

  Mechanical 

requirements 

    

M-1 Resonance 

frequency 1 

In the stowed configuration the panel and HDRS 

structure has a minimum resonance frequency of 50 Hz 

FEM simulation 

M-2 Resonance 

frequency 2 

in the released configuration the panel and HDRS 

structure has a minimum resonance frequency of 0.1 Hz 

FEM simulation 

M-3 Launch The HDRS needs to be able to withstand a load of 30G 

in all directions. With a safety factor of 1.5. 

FEM simulation 

M-4 Creep The HDRS girders (or other forms of fixation) shall not 

deform after long storage periods. 

Material properties 

M-5 Spring back damage When the panel springs back to its flat position, it might 

wiggle and cause damage to underlying parts. This shall 

be prevented.  

ADAMS 

simulation 

M-6 ECSS The standard ECSS-Q-ST-70C Rev.1 for mechanical 

parts shall be the guideline for documentation. 

  

M-7 Deflection The panel substrate shall deflect roughly 70mm in order 

to gain the required geometric stiffness (f1 > 50Hz) 

  

  Thermal 

requirements 

    

T-1 Temperature range The system needs to be able to function properly in the 

temperature range of -100/+120 ° Celsius. 

Hand 

calculations/Esatan 

simulations 

T-2 Thermal expansion The expanding and contracting of the material due to a 

temperature difference in the planar direction has to be 

caught by the material. The stress caused by this has to 

be within acceptable boundaries.  

Hand 

calculations/Esatan 

simulations 

T-3 Temperature mode Temperatures shall be within allowable range in stowed, 

deployed, BBQ, and still mode. 

  

  Architectural 

constraints 

    

A-1 Volume The HDRS may not cause the total volume to exceed. 

The system has to work on the satellite platform with 

dimensions of 1.2x1m. 

  

A-2 Free space There shall be roughly 20 mm of free space under the 

lowest point of the end of the solar panel for AIT 

purposes.  

  

  Assembly, 

Integration and 

Testing constraints 

    

AIT-

1 

Operability The system has to be operable by technicians. Either 

special tools have to be designed or extra space is given 

so that all components can be reached at the launch site. 

CAD model 

estimation 
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AIT-

2 

Testing It should be possible to test the system repeatedly during 

ground testing (N = 10).  

  

  Other     

O-1 Costs Since the overall aim of the Concur project is cost 

reduction, the cost of the HDRS should be kept as low as 

possible. Budget is between 5 k€ and 7 k€. 

Cost analysis in 

cooperation with 

engineers 

O-2 Complexity A system with fewer parts would be preferable because 

there would be fewer points of failure. 
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3. Concept design 

In this chapter, a concept for the hold-down mechanism is chosen for further analysis. In the first section, 

Concepts, a number of concepts are presented. The second section, Criteria and trade-off table, explains the 

different criteria used for the trade-off table and in the third section the concept selection is made. 

3.1 Concepts 

This section presents the definition of a concept, after which a number of concept designs are addressed. All 

concepts were drawn in the Computer-aided design (CAD) programme IronCAD. 

3.1.1 Definition of a concept 

The definition of a concept is as follows: 

 

• The concept shall have a means to hold down the solar panel.  

• The concept shall have an actuation mechanism to release the solar panel. 

• The protection foil for the reflectors will have a mean to be implemented in the concept. 

• The concept shall have a means to prevent anticlastic bending(out-of-plane bending). 

• The solar panel should only be able to take one shape in the bend/stowed configuration. 

 

The way the following concepts are designed is by using various creativity techniques. These techniques are 

group brainstorm sessions, TRIZ (translated from Russian: theory of the resolution of invention-related 

tasks) creativity sessions [4], and existing technology studies.  

 

3.1.2 Concept 1: Cable Fence 

The first concept design has used elements from the FlatPack/EnviSat HDRS [5]. The locking mechanism is 

a cable that is keeping a girder fixed on the solar panel.  The idea behind the concept is shown in Figure 3.1. 

The length of this girder that holds down the panel is adjustable, and there is the possibility to either have 

two smaller girders, or a bigger one spanning the entire length of the solar panel. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Locking mechanism of concept 1: Cable Fence.  
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Due to the cable tension, the girder is prevented from rotating backwards. When the cable tension is released 

the cable should slack and the pulley should rotate due to an integrated clock spring inside the pulley. Due to 

the chamfer on one half of the pulley, the cable can move away from it. When the cable is pulled by a spring 

towards the spacecraft body after the pulley has rotated, the girder is no longer held in its place and can 

release the panel. The image in Figure 3.2 shows how the HDRS looks when it is in its released 

configuration.  

 

Figure 3.2: Released configuration of concept 1: Cable Fence. 

In Figure 3.2, the cable is shown lowered, the pulley is rotated, and the girder is rotated backwards. The 

girder needs a bias force in the case that the spring back force of the panel is not enough. This can be 

accomplished by integrating a spring in the hinge of the girder. 

 

In order to prevent a failure due to slip or vibration, the pulley is equipped with pockets that hold beads. 

Those beads are fixed to the cable and prevent any unwanted slip caused by vibrations during launch. A 

close up is presented in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Close up of the pulley and cable. 

To keep the panel in its place, a seating has to be added. The design showed in Figure 3.4 has a seating 

(green) for the panel to be pushed into by the girder. 
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Figure 3.4: Seating design for a concept that has a girder as hold-down. 

This design can be used for other concepts that have girders in their design as well.  

3.1.3 Concept 2: Sphere Lock 

The second concept is an adaption of the ‘’Self-latching hold-down release dynamic’’ (SHREK) [6]. The 

locking mechanism is a cylinder that is fixed by little spheres. In Figure 3.5 a top view of the mechanism is 

shown.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Locking mechanism of concept 2: Sphere Lock.  

The yellow cylinder cannot move because the green spheres are locked in between the yellow cylinder and 

the gear. When the cable tension is released, the pulley causes the gear to rotate. The spheres fall into the 

pockets of the gear, and consequently, the yellow cylinder can move upwards freely. 
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The image in Figure 3.6 shows how the solar panel is added to this mechanism. The yellow cylinder is fixed 

to the panel by means of adhesive bonding or by a bolt connection.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Integration of sphere lock with the solar panel. 

The sphere sleeve is used to keep the spheres from falling out once the yellow cylinder has moved upwards.  

 

An image of the released configuration is presented in Figure 3.7. Here it can be seen that the yellow 

cylinder moves upwards together with the solar panel. The sphere sleeve (dark blue) is pressed upwards due 

to the integrated springs. The green spheres can be seen on the gear.  

 

 

Figure 3.7: Released configuration of concept 2: Sphere Lock. 

A seating is in this design not implemented since the panel is not pushed down but rather pulled down. In 

order to prevent anticlastic bending, an extra stiffening element at the long side of the panel is required to be 

installed. 

 

3.1.4 Concept 3: Rotating Girder 

The third concept is inspired from the Olympus Solar array [5]. The idea behind this concept is to directly 

use the rotation of the pulley to release the solar panel. The image in Figure 3.8 shows that the girder is 

mounted on the pulley. When the cable slacks, the girder rotates around the pin and releases it once the pin is 

free. 
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Figure 3.8: Locking mechanism of concept 3: Rotating Girder. 

 

In Figure 3.9 the released configuration is presented. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Released configuration of concept 3: Rotating Girder. 

In order to prevent any premature releases due to slip and vibration, a design for the pulley as shown in 

Figure 3.10 can be implemented. This design can also be implemented in the other concept, and is treated as 

an open design parameter. 

 

Figure 3.10: Alternative pulley design. 

The seating from concept 1 can be used in the same manner for concept 3. 
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3.1.5 Concept 4: Cantilever Girder 

The fourth concept is also inspired from the Olympus HDRS design [7]. The locking mechanism for this 

concept is a beam that is being fixed in place by the pulley. The image in Figure 3.11 shows the design. The 

seating is integrated with the girder in order to reduce the footprint of the mechanism. The wheel mounted on 

the pulley prevents the cantilever beam from rotating upwards, and thus the girder holds the panel.  

 

 

Figure 3.11: Locking mechanism and seating for concept 4: Cantilever Girder. 

When the cable tension is released, the pulley causes the wheel to rotate. The wheel will in turn lose contact 

with the cantilever beam and consequently the girder releases the panel. The released configuration is shown 

in Figure 3.12.   

 

 

Figure 3.12: Released configuration of concept 4: Cantilever Girder. 

 

3.1.6 Concept 5: Knee Lock 

The fifth concept is based on the over centre mechanism. This is more commonly known as a knee 

mechanism. The image in Figure 3.13 shows that a construction of two rods connected like a hinge is linked 

to a key. This key is inserted into the lock so that it jams the girder and keeps the panel stowed. The two rods 

have torque springs mounted in at their ends, which causes the rods to retract from the lock. A pulley with a 

wheel mounted on it presses the knee mechanism down so that the key cannot be retracted from its lock. In 

this image, the mechanisms are in the released configuration, as the key is not inserted into the lock. 
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Figure 3.13: Locking mechanism of concept 5: Knee Lock.  

 

A side view of the mechanism in released configuration is shown in Figure 3.14. 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Side view of concept 5: Knee Lock. 

The image in Figure 3.15 shows the stowed configuration of the mechanism. It can be seen that the wheel is 

keeping the knee fixed in its place. 

 

Figure 3.15: Stowed configuration of concept 5: Knee Lock. 
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3.2 Criteria and trade-off table 

In order to define which of these concepts will be picked for further analysis, a trade-off table is generated. 

This trade-off table features some of the most important requirements defined in section 2.3, as well as 

combinations of these requirements.  

 

The properties are divided into two different classes, a primary and secondary class. The primary properties 

determine if a concept complies with the basic requirements the system has. The secondary class of 

properties is to determine whether a concept is simple, cheap, easily accessible, etc. The properties are listed 

and explained in Table 3.1. A reference is made to the original requirements on which they are based. 

 

The criteria ranking for the primary properties is twice the value of the secondary properties. 

 

 

 

Table 3.1: Properties and their explanation for the trade-off table. 

# Property Description Criteria ranking 

  Primary     

1 Thermal 

The ability of a concept to resist and remain stowed 

when experiencing thermal fluctuations and 

expansion/contraction. (T-1) 2 

2 Vibration 

The ability of a concept to resist and remain stowed 

under influence of vibrations during launch. (M-1, M-2, 

M-3) 2 

3 TRL/DD&V 

The level of readiness of a technology implemented in a 

concept. A high TRL means there is less work needed 

for development and validation. (O-1) 2 

4 Reliability 

The reliability of the overall concept. Takes into account 

the likelihood of jamming and other types of possible 

failure. (D-7, O-2) 2 

  Secondary     

5 Accessibility 

The manner in which the system can be reached once 

stowed. E.g. the cables can be adjusted or the girder can 

be accessed. (AIT-1) 1 

6 Production 

The difficulty of production of the parts that are in the 

concept. (O-1) 1 

7 Footprint 

The amount of space the concept takes on the satellite 

body. (A-1) 1 

8 AIT 

The difficulty of assembly, integration and testing of a 

concept. (AIT-1, AIT-2) 1 

9 Cable tension 

The amount of cable tension needed to actuate the 

release system. A high cable tension is unwanted.  1 

10 Protection foil 

The implementation of a releasing bar for the protection 

foil ought to be easy.  1 

11 Recurring costs 

The recurring costs e.g. production, assembly and 

maintenance should be low. (O-1) 1 
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12 Non-rec. Costs 

If non-recurring costs are applicable for the concept, 

they should be as low as possible. (O-1) 1 

 

 

The amount of points a concept can score on a property is explained in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Scoring for the trade-off table. 

 

4 Good / No or little effort needed for implementation 

3 Good / effort needed for implementation 

2 Bad / Decent effort needed in order to meet requirement 

1 Very bad / Big effort/alteration needed to make it work / No-go 
 

3.3 Concept selection for further analysis 

On the next page, the trade-off table can be seen in Table 3.3. Each score has a short description of why the 

particular score has been given. The score is the made using the input of other engineers. The average score 

was taken and the comments were taken into account. 

 

After a meeting with senior engineers Henk Cruijssen and Theo Konink on the 23rd of July, 2016, it was 

deemed that the third concept is unfit for further analysis, and has been removed from the trade-off table. It 

was deemed that this concept was too susceptible to vibration, and that no further effort should be spend on 

it. 
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Table 3.3: Trade-off table for concept choice. 

 

 

  

Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 4 Concept 5 

  

Cable fence Sphere Lock Cantilever Girder Knee Lock 

  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Property Criteria 

        Primary 

         
Thermal 2 

4 Only one part that is sensitive to heat, but due 

to the small size it won't cause problems. 

4 Due to the small size of locking sphere, no 

thermal problems are expected. 

4 No thermal issues expected. 2 Many moving parts that might suffer from 

thermal variations. 

Vibration 2 

1 Risk of a rotating wheel due to vibrations. 4 In order to fail due to vibration, the wheel 

would have to rotate a lot, which is unlikely. 

4 In order to fail due to vibration, the rotation 

caused in the wheel would have to big.  

Unlikely. 

4 Due to the key-lock combination, there are no 

issues with vibration expected. 

TRL/DD&V 2 

4 Envisat Heritage. 4 Based on existing technology, but would 

need to be developed further in-house. 

(SHREK) 

3 Simple girder design and technology based on 

Olympus. But no previous experience. 

1 A lot of effort needed for validation. 

Reliability 2 
2 Low chance of jamming but a relatively high 

chance of premature release. 

3 Some chances of jamming due to cylinder 

trajectory. 

4 Low chances of jamming. 2 Medium reliability expected. 

  
        

Secondary 
 

        

Accessibility 1 
4 Easily accessible due to mechanism being on 

the outside. 

2 Not easily accessible due compact design. 2 Girder is easily accessible but actuating 

mechanism is not. 

3 Most of the mechanism is reachable. 

Production 1 3 Only one part that is more complex. 2 Complex components to produce. 4 Simple components. 3 Simple to rather complex parts. 

Footprint 1 
3 Numerous small parts mounted on satellite 

body. 

4 Small footprint due to the compact design. 2 Rather big footprint 2 Rather big footprint. 

AIT 1 
3 Easily accessible and easy assembly steps. 3 Integration will be an easy step by step 

process. 

4 Easy to assemble. 2 Many parts to assemble and might be 

difficult to operate. 

Cable tension 1 
1 High cable tension needed to keep girder in 

place. Hand calculations show 2kN. 

4 No high cable stress needed. 4 No high cable tension. 4 No high cable tension. 

Protection foil 1 4 Can be easily implemented in girder. 2 More difficult to implement protection foil. 4 Can be easily implemented in girder. 4 Can be easily implemented in girder. 

Recurring 

costs 
1 

3 Relatively low production costs due to simple 

parts. 

2 More complex parts cause the production 

price to be higher. 

4 Part costs are expected to be low due to 

simple parts. 

2 Due to some odd parts, the production costs 

may be higher. 

Non-rec. 

Costs 
1 

4 Due to similar earlier designs, there is little 

non-rec. Costs 

3 Some development needed. 2 Needs to be qualified completely. 1 High initial costs due to qualifications. 

          Total points 64 47 

 

52 

 

56 

 

39 

 Percentage 100,0 73,4 

 

81,3 

 

87,5 

 

60,9 
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As can be observed in the trade-off table, concept 2 and concept 4 score the highest amount of points. A 

comparison of those concepts is presented in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Comparison of concept 2 and concept 4. 

 Concept 2: Sphere Lock Concept 4: Cantilever Girder 

Pros Footprint  Simple, Protection foil easily 

implemented 

Cons Complex, Modification of 

panel needed 

Footprint 

 

After a meeting held on the 18th of July, 2016, it was decided that concept 4 would be picked for further 

analysis. The reason for this is that it is unsure whether concept 2 can deal with potential anticlastic 

bending. If it is proven that additional parts are necessary to reduce the anticlastic bending, then this 

would most likely lead to a bigger footprint. If the footprint of concept 2 would increase, it would lose its 

appeal, and consequently, concept 4 would be the logical choice. 
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4. Detailed design 

Now that a concept has been chosen, a detailed design is conducted. In this chapter, the analysis is 

explained. In section 4.1, a short research to the amount of anticlastic bending is done in order to 

determine the necessary length of the hold-down girder and the seating. Section 4.2 shows how the 

models in the Finite Element Method (FEM) programme ABAQUS are built and with these models, 

simulations are done in order to see if the design is stiff enough to meet the requirements. A note 

beforehand is that red displays the maximum value, and dark blue displays a zero value. 

4.1 Girder and seating length 

In order to test if it is necessary to install a girder over the full length of the edge of the panel or if a pair 

of smaller girders is also sufficient, a number of simulations have been done to see if the effect would be 

noticeable. Two parameters were observed in these simulations, the first being the anticlastic bending i.e. 

the amount of bending in the perpendicular direction of the intended bending, and the second is the 

eigenfrequency of the solar panel. 

 

4.1.1 Anticlastic bending 

For the anticlastic bending analysis, two series of simulations were conducted: 

 

First series of simulations:  

The girder starts 5 centimetres from the end of the panel.  

The girder is placed 2 centimetres over the panel. 

The length of the girder varies from 5 centimetres to a full length. In between there are multiple 

increments.  

Second series of simulations: 

The girder starts at the edge of the panel. 

The girder is placed 2 centimetres over the panel. 

The length of the girder varies from 5 centimetres to a full length. In between there are multiple 

increments.  

Note: For all simulations, except the full-length, there will be two girders on each side. For the full-

length girder there will be one spanning the entire length on each side. 

 

The model, as presented in Figure 4.1, shows where the constraints of the simulation are placed.  

 
 

Figure 4.1: Model used for researching anticlastic bending. 
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The solar panel has a thickness of 1.5 millimetres, and the U-beam has a thickness of 0.5 millimetres. A 

hole with a diameter of 20 millimetres is placed in the middle where the middle hold-down shall be 

mounted. The middle hold-down area is fixed in all translations and rotations, except for rotation around 

the Z-axis. The girder areas are fixed in all translations and rotations, except rotation around the X-axis. 

The girder areas also have a forced deflection of 7 centimetres in the minus Z-direction.  

 

The material properties for the panel and the u-beam are taken from a previous report where the panel 

has been designed [3]. The isotropic E-modulus was estimated to be 52.4 GPa with a Poisson’s ratio of 

0.34. 

 

An example of a result of the simulation is presented in Figure 4.2. The girder length is 30 centimetres 

and starts 5 centimetres from the edge of the panel. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Result from the simulation of anticlastic bending with a girder length of 30 centimetres. 
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In Figure 4.3, a close up of the anticlastic bending is presented. It can be observed that in the middle the 

plate is resisting the forced deflection. The colours scale from minus seven centimetres (red) to zero 

(dark blue).   

 

Figure 4.3: Close up of anti-clastic bending. 

 

 

In the figure that displays the displacement, a small amount of anticlastic bending can be observed in the 

middle. The amount of anticlastic bending of all simulations is presented in Table 4.1.  

 

Table 4.1: Amount of anticlastic bending measured in the middle of the edge. 

  

1st series (5cm from end) 

  

2nd series (starts on end) 

Girder Displacement at middle node Girder Displacement at middle node 

5cm 0,044m 5cm 0,041m 

10cm 0,049m 10cm 0,046m 

20cm 0,058m 20cm 0,055m 

30cm 0,064m 30cm 0,062m 

40cm 0,068m 40cm 0,067m 

full length 0,07m full length 0,07m 

 

As can be observed from the table, the displacement for both series with a girder length of 30 and 40 

centimetres is less than one centimetre relative to the 0.07 metres introduced deflection. This indicates 

that it might be viable to install smaller girders and seatings since it leads to a weight reduction but not to 

a great difference in the original shape of the bent solar array. However, the Eigenfrequency analysis 

determines whether it remains possible. 

 

4.1.2 Eigenfrequency 

The eigenfrequency was determined using ABAQUS with the same models as in the previous section, 

and non-linearity was taken into account as well. The same constraints were implemented and the pre-

stress of the bending was implemented as well. The image in Figure 4.4 shows an example of the result 

of a simulation to determine the eigenfrequency, where the colour red displays an exaggerated 

displacement and blue displays the areas where no displacement is taking place during a vibration. The 

girder (and seating) length was simulated to span the entire side of the panel. 
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Figure 4.4: Result from the simulation of the Eigenfrequency with a girder spanning the entire length. 

 

The results from all other simulations are presented in Table 4.2 below. 

Table 4.2: The Eigenfrequency results of all simulations. 

1st series (5cm from end) Frequency [Hz] 2nd series (starts on end) Frequency [Hz] 

5 26,357 5 29,556 

10 29,93 10 32,508 

20 30,766 20 28,717 

30 27,434 30 26,295 

40 25,618 40 24,594 

full 23,698 full 51,609 

 

In the table, it can be observed that the requirement of 50 Hertz is only met when the entire length of the 

panel is constrained. The reason that for the other simulations the value is significantly lower is because 

of the extra freedom the smaller constraints allow, cause other natural modes to be possible. Since the 

panel is so thin the natural modes lay close to each other.  Further research in the Eigenfrequency would 

prove beneficial, but is excluded from this report.  
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The conclusion of the girder and seating length design is that the entire edge is required to be constrained 

to guarantee that the Eigenfrequency is within the scope of the requirement. This confirms with results 

from previous simulations [3].  

 

4.2 Load analysis 

In order to test the structural integrity of the girder and seating, a few load cases are considered. Firstly, a 

load that represents the elastic potential energy of the deflected panel in the stowed configuration is put 

on the system. Secondly, a load of thirty times the gravitational pull of Earth is simulated in multiple 

directions, on top of the first load case. The first direction that is simulated is in the y-direction (out of 

plane) of the model, as this is the out of plane direction. After that the load of thirty times the 

gravitational pull is put in the x, y, and z-direction.  

 

4.2.1 Assembly 

To properly simulate the load on both the seating and the girder, the panel has to be implemented in the 

simulation as well. Two different assemblies are made to test the girder and the seating respectively. In 

the case of the girder, the gravitational load is placed in the upwards direction so that the load is fully 

placed on only the girder. In the case of the seating, the load is placed in a downwards direction, so that 

the load is fully placed on the seating. The images in Figure 4.5 (on the next page) show the seating 

design, the girder design, and a close up of the assembly. The girder thickness is uniform and is initially 

set to three millimetres. The seating thickness is uniform as well and is set to a thickness of three 

millimetres. The assembly is made entirely of shell-elements. Tests have been conducted in order to 

check if the mesh density is sufficient to produce reliable answers. Also, simplified models have been 

made in order to check with hand calculations.  
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Figure 4.5: Series of images showing the assembly used for the structural analysis. 

In the image in Figure 4.6 it can be observed that the panel is still in a flat configuration. The load that 

bends the plate is applied in the beginning so that the stress that is induced by this is also taken into 

account by the second load case. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: The panel combined with the seating in the FEM-software ABAQUS. 
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The material that is used for the seating and the girder is standard aerospace grade aluminium 7075-T6 

[8].  

The important properties of this aluminium are listed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Material properties of Aluminium 7075 T-6. 

Material properties Aluminium 7075 T-6 

Property Value Unit 

Tensile Yield Strength 503 MPa 

Modulus of Elasticity 71.7 GPa 

Poisson's Ratio 0,33   

Fatigue Strength 159 MPa 

 

The type of material can be changed at a later stage if it is deemed necessary for the construction.   

 

4.2.2 FEM simulations 

In this subsection, the load cases are applied on the model described in the previous subsection. The first 

case is the girder with a load of 30G in the positive y-direction. In Figure 4.7 the results of this 

simulation are presented. The safety factor that is used here has a value of 1.5. 

 

Figure 4.7: Results of the 30G on the girder in the positive y-direction. On the left is the displacement 

(max. value -7 cm), on the right is the stress (max. value 218 MPa). 
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The extra deflection caused by the gravitational pull causes the panel and the girder to bend upwards, 

however, this is only a minor effect, and can be ignored. The stress on the bottom of the girder is 218 

MPa (displayed in red), which means that it is lower than the yield stress by a factor of around 2. 

However, in order to prevent creep from happening, a stress of less than 159 MPa is required. By 

increasing the thickness of the girder to 5 millimetres, a stress peak of 134 MPa was observed, which is 

below fatigue strength. 

 

The next simulation is the girder but this time, the gravitational force is on every positive direction. The 

result is presented in  Figure 4.8.  

 

 Figure 4.8: Results of the 30G on the girder in the positive x, y, and z-direction.   

The deflection is still marginal, and the stress has increased to a value of 151 MPa, which is just below 

the fatigue strength. 

 

The dimensioning of the seating proved to be correct on the first try. The results of the simulation with 

30G in every direction are presented in Figure 4.9.  

 

 

Figure 4.9: Results of the 30G on the seating in the positive x, y, and z-direction. 

The displacement in this case is 0.5 millimetres extra, which is still marginal. The stress peak (red on the 

right image) is 48 MPa and it is not located at the seating, meaning that no design changes are necessary.   
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5. Dynamic analysis 

This chapter will present the dynamic analysis of the picked concept. In section 5.1, a description of the 

model is presented and explained. In section 0, a functional analysis is done to define some of the 

parameters used in the simulation. And finally, in section 5.3 the simulation results are presented. 

5.1 Description of the model 

The Dynamic Multibody software ADAMS is used for this dynamic analysis. The ADAMS model used 

for the dynamic analysis consists of imported STEP files from the CAD programme IronCAD. The 

image in Figure 5.1 shows the model. 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: The ADAMS model. 

 

In the model, a number of simplifications are done. The main concept of releasing the panel by a girder 

that is able to rotate remains. However, the cable that would pull the bracket, and consequently release 

the girder, is simplified as cables are not easily implemented. Instead of a cable pulling, a torque force on 

the connection between the bracket and the spacecraft body is implemented. The value of the torque is 

the same as would be the result of the cable pulling on the bracket.  

 

Another simplification is that the springs for deploying the panel are not implemented. These parts are 

rather complex and would add little value to proving the working of the release mechanism. Instead two 

torque forces are added on the places where the springs would be mounted.  

 

The final simplification is the addition of pins that allow the brackets to be positioned easily. They are 

used to make sure the brackets will not interfere with the girders after the release is initiated and are also 

used to make sure the brackets go back to their initial position during the preloading. The exact design 

for controlling the bracket might be later in more advanced designs. 
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The model consists of the parts shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Parts in the ADAMS dynamic model. 

Part name Colour Function Material 

Body Dark grey Ground part N/A 

Panel_flex Dark blue Introducing elastic force, deploying CFRP 

Yoke Orange deploying the panel CFRP 

Pins Blue Ensuring functionality of mechanism Aluminium 

Brackets Red Holding girders Aluminium  

Seatings Green Holding panel, holding girders Aluminium 

Girders Light blue Holding panel  Aluminium 

 

All parts are connected to each other by either hinge connectors (1 rotational degree of freedom), contact 

constraints, complete locks, or translational joints (1 translational DOF). The dimensions of most parts 

are at this stage undetermined and assumptions have been made in order to guarantee functionality. For 

the girder and seating however, stress simulations have been made in chapter 4. 

 

The panel itself is a special type of file called a modal neutral file. A modal neutral file contains 

information about the eigenfrequencies and about the flexibility of the part. This means that in the 

simulation it is possible to deform the panel due to an external applied load or to a load applied by the 

deployment shock. The modal neutral file is generated using PATRAN/NASTRAN. The properties used 

are the same as in section 4.1. The model is made with shell-elements with a node spacing of 40 

millimetres. An fixture at the hole in the middle is used to determine the eigenfrequency modes during 

release, since the panel will be only attached to the spacecraft at this location. Girder and seating length 
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5.2 Functional analysis 

This section contains the functional analysis. In total, there will be two load cases considered, namely the 

stowed condition and the condition directly after release. In the load case directly after the release, it is 

assumed that the panel has not moved yet and that the situation remains the same as in the stowed, with 

the only exception being that the springs that deploy the panel act as a force on the panel as well. 

Parts like the girder, the pulley with the wheel, and other components f.e. springs will be engineered 

during this analysis. 

The parts that are considered in this functional analysis are explained in Figure 5.2. 

 
 

 

Figure 5.2: Overview of parts considered in functional analysis. 

 

Note that there are two pulleys with a wheel per side of the solar array; the forces are assumed to be 

distributed evenly over both constructions.  

 

The design parameters for this analysis are; 

• Beam length of girder (B).  

• Torsion/clock spring of girder (Tclockspring). 

• Pin thickness (d). 

• Compression spring in cable (Tcompresspring). 

These parameters will be calculated and used in the next section. 
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5.2.1 Load case 1: Stowed 

In the stowed condition, the springs that deploy the panel are locked by the primary hold-down and do 

not introduce a force into the secondary hold down. The forces that apply to the system are shown in 

Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Load case 1: Stowed. 

The dimension B is still undetermined, but will be dimensioned according to load case 2. For the spring 

in the girder and the pin, it is the same case.  

 

The force of the springback of the curved panel is determined as follows. 

 

The forced deflection δ equals 0.07 metres.  

 

Using the formula;   

𝛿 =
𝐹𝑙3

3𝐸𝐼𝑥
 

 

Where F is the force applied on the edge of the panel, l is the free length of the panel, E is Elasticity 

modulus and I is the inertia of the panel. One can find the load that corresponds with the required 

deflection. Knowing that the panel has the following characteristics [3]; 
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Panel structure  dimensions Unit Value 

Length 𝐿𝑝 m 1.2 

Width 𝑊𝑝 m 1 

Thickness 𝑡 mm 1.5 
Free panel length 𝑤 m 0.45 

Area moment of inertia 𝐼𝑥 m4 2.81 ∗ 10−10 
Area moment of inertia 𝐼𝑧 m4 3.38 ∗ 10−10 
Elasticity modulus 𝐸 GPa 52.4 

Mass 𝑚 kg 2.77  
Forced deflection δ m   0.07 
Free length of panel l m 0.45 

 

Using these values for the rearranged formula; 

 

𝐹𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 =
𝛿 ∗ 3𝐸𝐼𝑧

𝑙3
= 40.81 [N] 

 

Where the deflection 𝛿 is 70 millimetres and the total free length per side of the panel 0.45 meter. 

 

The other dimensions will be determined in the following load case. 

 

5.2.2 Load case 2: Directly after release 

In this load case, the primary hold-down has released the panel, which means that the deployment springs 

push the panel outwards, causing an extra force on the girder to be present. This is illustrated in Figure 

5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Load case 2: Directly after release. 
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Because this is directly after the release, it is assumed the pulley with the wheel is still holding the girder. 

A spring is also used to pull the pulley away from the girder. The wheel mounted on the pulley has a 

bearing. The friction coefficient of a bearing is typically around 0.001 [9], which means that this shall not 

cause the spring for the pulley to require a large size. 

The force from deploying is caused by two springs, one mounted at the end of the panel and one mounted 

at the root of the deployment yoke. The situation is depicted in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: Deployment yoke and panel. 

The torque the root spring has is 1800 Nmm and the torque the panel spring has is 2900 Newton 

millimetre [10]. However, redundant springs are installed as well, meaning this value is multiplied by 

two.  

The total force on the centre of mass of the solar panel (which is located in the middle), due to these 

springs can be calculated as follows; 

 

𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦 =
1800 ∗ 2 [Nmm]

750 [mm]
+

2900 ∗ 2 [Nmm]

600 [mm]
= 14.46 [N] 

 

In order to determine what torque the spring in the girder needs to have, the friction coefficient between 

the panel and the girder needs to be known. According to a research which used the CFRP HTA-6376 

and aluminium 3637-77 as materials, the friction coefficient was 0.4 in the first few cycles, but after a 

hundred more cycles it was around 0.6. Since there will not be so many cycles in the application that is 

intended for in the Concur, the value of 0.4 shall be used [11].  

 

So now the value of the force needed to allow movement between the girder and the panel can be 

calculated; 

 

𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐹𝑛 ∗ 𝜇 = (14.46 [N] + 40.81 [N]) ∗ 0.4 = 26.08 [N] 

 

This value will be multiplied by the arm of the girder; 

 

𝑇𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑤 = 26.08 [N] ∗ 20[mm] = 512.6 [Nmm] 

 

Once again, this value will be divided over two springs, since there are two mechanisms. 

 

Froot spring Fpanel spring 
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And secondly, the minimum thickness of the pin needs to be calculated. However, B needs to be 

dimensioned first. For a first try, a value of 30 millimetres is assumed. For the calculations a worst case 

scenario is assumed where all forces and torques are acting on a single part. 

 

The total value of all forces acting that could act on the wheel can now be summed; 

 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 40.81 [N] + 14.46 [N] +
512.6 [Nmm]

30 [mm]
= 72.36 [N] 

 

The moment on the pin equals; 

 

𝑀 = 72.36 [N] ∗ 25 [mm] = 1809 [Nmm] = 1.81 [Nm]  
 

The material of the pin shall be Aluminium 7075 T-6, which has a tensile yield strength of 503 MPa. A 

safety factor of 1.5 [12] is used, which means that the stress cannot exceed 330 MPa. The diameter of the 

pin shall be equal to; 

𝑑 = √
𝑀 ∗ 32

𝜋 ∗ 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

3

= √
1.81 [Nm] ∗ 32

π ∗ 330 ∗ 106  [
N

m2]

3
= 0.00382 [m] 

 

The pin diameter needs to be at least 3.82 millimetres if a solid pin is used. The diameter is relatively 

low, and probably a thicker one shall be used in practice, which means this shall not receive more 

attention. 

Since the stresses on the pin are not so high that additional engineering is needed, the length of B can 

remain 30 millimetres for now. 

 

The friction caused by the cable, pin, and casing tube of the spring are the result of the force that the 

spring generates. So in order to calculate the force on these objects, the reaction force is used since it will 

initially determine the force delivered by the spring (for the first iteration). The friction coefficients of 

the cable, pin, and tube are respectively 0.2, 0.005, and 0.01 [14] [9]. The cable is assumed to be of 

Kevlar, the pin has a bearing, and the tube is aluminium. 

 

The calculations for the spring that pulls the cable once the cable is released can be found in Appendix 

A: Spring calculation cable puller. The formulas are from the book Machineonderdelen [13] and ECSS 

formulas are from standards [12]. 

 

The dimensions of the spring were calculated using the distance it needs to travel and the amount of force 

it must be able to pull , which led to the following; 

 

Thickness   d  = 1  mm 

Diameter of the spring   D  = 10  mm 

Spring constant   C  = 0.44  N/mm 

Windings   N  = 23 

Length    L  = 60  mm 

Block length   Lb  = 24.5  mm 
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5.2.2.1 Overview 

During this functional analysis the follow parts have been dimensioned; 

• Minimal pin thickness of 3.82 millimetres. 

• The torsion springs inside the girders have to generate 512 Nmm of torque. 

• The beam on the girder will be 30 millimetres long. 

• The spring that pulls the cable will have a spring constant of 0.44 N/mm  

These values can be used in the upcoming ADAMS simulation. 
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5.3 Simulation 

In this section the results from the simulations that were made are presented. The main discussion in this 

section is the proof of concept. Also, the parameters of the simulation will be explained. 

 

5.3.1 Proof of concept 

The most important reason for the dynamic simulation is the proof of concept. The simulation has to 

proof that, with the right parameters, the HDRS is working as it was intended to do. The values that are 

used in the components that make up the mechanism f.e. the torque of a spring and the friction 

coefficient, are used from the functional analysis in the previous section. A quick overview of the most 

important parameters is presented below in Table 5.2.  

 

Table 5.2: Important parameters for the dynamic analysis. 

Parameter type Value Unit 

Contact friction panel and girder     

Dynamic 0,3   

Static 0,4   

Contact friction girder and bracket     

Dynamic 0,1   

Static 0,1   

Rotation friction girder and seating     

Dynamic 0,005   

Static 0,005   

Rotation friction bracket and S/C body     

Dynamic 0,005   

Static 0,005   

Torque girder 390 Nmm 

Torque bracket 120 Nmm 

Initial Torque yoke root hinge 1800 Nmm 

Initial Torque panel root hinge 2900 Nmm 
 

In the following series of images in Figure 5.6, the deployment of a panel without flexible elements is 

illustrated. In the images it can be seen how the panel is brought under the pretension. Two tools, one for 

each side, push down the panel until the desired deflection of 70 millimetres is reached. When this 

deflection is reached. The girders take over the panel from the tools, and the tools remove themselves 

from the vicinity of the panel. When the bracket is brought back to lock the girder, the system is as it 

would be when it is ready for launch. In the end it can be observed that the release did happen with the 

parameters described.  
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Figure 5.6: Series of images of the release sequence from the HDRS. 

In the first row of the images above it can be observed that the bracket (red) is sliding away from the 

girder (blue) by the cables that are not shown in the image. After the bracket loses contact with the 

girder, the girder will be rotated away from the panel due the force of the prestressed panel on it and due 

to the spring installed in the seating (green). The second row shows that panel is now free to be deployed. 

In the third row the yoke (peach coloured) is fully deployed and is locked in this erect position.  In the 

last row it can be seen that the panel is still moving back and forth a little bit, and after roughly 1 minute 

stays in position.  
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The graph in Figure 5.7 shows the force that is present on the hold-down girder as a result of the panel 

being locked. During the short amount of time in which the panel is in rest and stable, a check can be 

done to see if the hand calculation and the simulation are in agreement with each other. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7: Force transferred by the flexible panel on the hold-down girder. 

 

In the beginning of the simulation, when the panel is still locked, the force transferred is around 8N. This 

means that the total force coming from the panel is around 32 Newton, because a total of four connection 

points are connecting the girder to spacecraft body. This simulation had no deployment springs 

implemented, which means the value is 8 Newton below the hand calculation of 40N in Section 5.2.1. 

This is a reasonable agreement, however, more investigation in the simulation could be done in order to 

find out where exactly this difference is coming from. A possible explanation could be that due to a 

relative large amount of deflection in the panel (0.07 meters over a length of 0.45 meters) causes the 

hand calculation to be less precise due to its assumptions. 
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The simulation where the flexible elements were activated showed the response of the panel before 

release seen in image of Figure 5.8. The green indicates areas where the panel is bent. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.8: Simulation of release with a prestressed panel and flexible elements activated. 

 

An interesting behaviour that was observed during the simulations where a flexible is the amount of 

strain energy during the deployment. Since the panel has a lot of energy left during the deployment of the 

yoke, the panel is showing a butterfly behaviour, as can be observed in the graph in Figure 5.9 after 2.0 

seconds. However, the amount of strain energy is slowly dissipating. Note that the strain energy is 

presented in the magnitude, so the graph line will not go below zero. The increasing slope before 1.0 

seconds is the pre curving of the panel before locking it in between the claw and the seating.   

 

 
 

Figure 5.9: Strain energy of the panel during deployment. 

 

Additional graphs from the ADAMS simulations can be found in Appendix B: ADAMS Data. 

 

The main reason for the dynamic simulation was to prove that the reaction of the mechanisms under the 

loads is as was predicted, namely, a secure release. The fact that the girder releases itself from the panel 

means that with the components designed the mechanisms would work.  

 

Energy decay 

ζ = 1% 
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5.3.2 Sensitivity 

A sensitivity analysis on the important parameters described in Table 5.2 was conducted in order to see if 

problems could arise easily. The parameters and their variations are presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Variations on parameters in the ADAMS simulation. 

Parameter type 
 Original 
Value Variations 

Contact friction girder and bracket       

Dynamic 0,1  0.2 0.4 0.5 

Static 0,1  0.2 0.4 0.5 

Rotation friction girder and seating       

Dynamic 0,005  0.1 0.3  

Static 0,005  0.1 0.3  

Rotation friction bracket and S/C body       

Dynamic 0,005  0.1   

Static 0,005  0.1   

 

All of the highest variations are values that are deemed unlikely to happen if proper preparation of the 

parts has been made.  

 

The results from the contact friction between the girder and the bracket are that in all cases the bracket 

was still able to move. The release time however was increased, and in the case of the friction coefficient 

of 0.5, that actual release was not observed, since it would have taken a very long time. The release time 

for the friction coefficient of 0.4 was under one second, which was still deemed a viable time.  

 

The results from the sensitivity analysis of the rotation friction coefficients from the girder and seating 

and the bracket and S/C body were that in all cases a release was possible.  
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6. Conclusions & Recommendations 

The goal of this project was to design a hold-down and release system that could: 

1. Secure the panel during launch, 

2. hold the panel in such a manner that the curved configuration is achieved, 

3. hold the protection foil, 

4. and release the panel and protection foil once this is required. 

 

In total 5 designs were made with varying means of holding the panel and release 

mechanisms. Ultimately a design was chosen with the aid of a trade-off table and 

the help of senior engineers. This design holds the solar panel and allows for the 

implementation of the protection foil through a seating that at the same time 

completely fixes the panel when locked and holds the foil in between it. The 

girder is fixed to the seating with a rotational degree of freedom so that it can 

rotate away from the panel, like a hinge. A beam is mounted on the girder 

holding the panel, and this beam is restrained by a small wheel that is mounted 

on the release pulley. The wheel can release this beam when a cable is cut from 

the thermal knife in the middle of the panel. Consequently, the girder will be 

released. The whole system is released by only one central release unit, 

containing a redundant unit. This release unit was not considered in this project.  

 

A detailed design was conducted for this concept. After a series of simulations, it was proven that the 

anticlastic bending (out of plane bending) in the case of two smaller girders per side of the solar panel 

caused only a small amount of difference. In the case that the girders are 40 centimetres, the anticlastic 

bending was 2 millimetres. This would mean the weight of the girder and seating of the system could be 

reduced by a third, since the full length would be 120 centimetres. However, after the Eigenfrequency 

was determined using simulations, it was found that this value decreased rapidly if the girder length was 

shortened and did not pass the requirement anymore. Therefore it was decided that the girder and seating 

shall span the entire length of the solar panel. 

 

The structural analysis confirmed that the stresses for the girder were within the requirement for yield 

strength, but not for creep. The thickness of the girder was increased from 3 millimetres to 5 millimetres 

in order to guarantee no damage due to creep. The seating had no stresses that required additional 

stiffness.  

 

 

The dynamic analysis provided a proof of concept. The simulation showed that, with the right values for 

the properties of the parts in the simulation, the concept, as it was developed, would release the panel 

upon activation. A sensitivity analysis prove that even with increased friction between the components, a 

release could still be realised.  
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The recommendations are as follows: 

 

a) A more detailed design for the protection foil holder and the pulley needs to be 

implemented, 

b) an exact design for the middle hold-down and release mechanisms needs to be designed, 

c) a dynamic simulation that implements cables could be implemented to improve the relation 

with reality. 

 

 

a) The protection foil was only a minor requirement in the concept trade-off, but it is still 

necessary to design the system in such a way that the protection foil release is reliable. 

Multiple options to implement the protection foil are possible, but none of them have been 

extensively researched.  

 

b) The middle hold-down and release system has been considered a black box for this project, 

but it is still necessary to implement a way to release the cable needed to actuate the edge 

hold-downs. Concepts for this were made during this project and can be found in Appendix 

C: Middle hold-down and release system concept design. 

 

c) Within Airbus, a tool exists that can model cables and their behaviour in ADAMS. For a 

deeper understanding of the exact behaviour of the mechanism, and to verify certain 

components within the mechanism, a simulation with the cables implemented would offer 

more insight. However, for this further knowledge of the middle hold-down and release 

system is required first. 
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Appendix A: Spring calculation cable puller 

This table shows the values used for calculation the parameters of the spring. 

 

The book machineonderdelen is used. 

 

 

Compression Spring for pulling cable 

Description Symbol Value Unit Value Unit 

Assumption stroke   90 deg     

Diameter pulley   40 mm     

Circumference   125,66 mm     

Travel spring   31,42 mm     

stroke necessary to release 43 deg     

Minimal travel spring ltravel 15,01 mm     

Friction coefficient roll μ 0,01       

Friction coefficient pin μ 0,005       

Uncertainty factor (ECSS)   1,2       

Safety factor (ECSS)   3       

Force on bracket Freaction 61 N     

friction force roll   0,61 N     

friction (cable, pin, tube)   13,115       

Assumption max torsion τyield 2000 MPa     

max allowable torsion τmax 666,7 MPa     

Torsion Modulus G 80000 MPa     

Assumption D spring D 10 mm     

Assumption D/d D/d 7       

factor x ϰ 1,2       

Total force F 13,725 N     

thickness spring d 0,663608   1 mm 

E modulus E 200000 MPa     

Spring constant C 0,43688 N/mm     

windings n 22,88956   23   

Block length Lb 24.5 mm     

Normal length l0 58,21593 mm 60 mm 
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Appendix B: ADAMS Data 

 

 
 

Force of flexible panel is always present, at 1.815 seconds the girder releases the panel, which transfers a 

force to the bracket, causing the jump. 

 

 

 
 

Between 1.8125 and 1.835 seconds the simulation is stable and the force on the bracket around 8.75. This 

means that the total force coming from the panel is 35 Newton. This simulation had no deployment 

springs implanted, which means the values are 5 Newton below the hand calculation.  
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In this simulation, the end lock is implemented, and the yoke makes contact with at after 2.5 seconds. It 

can be observed that this causes the kinematic energy to be transferred to strain energy.  

Appendix C: Middle hold-down and release system concept design 

 

Requirements 
An overview of the known requirements at the point of writing is presented. 

Qualitative requirements Description 

GR-1 Panel structure must spring back to its planar (flat) 
configuration after deployment under influence of elastic 
characteristics of the panel structure. The HDRS must 
allow the panel to spring back. 

GR-2 The protection foil that holds down the reflectors must 
also release when the secondary release system is 
activated. 

GR-3 The protection foil(s) must roll up completely so that they 
cannot cause shade. 

GR-4 The secondary release system must be placed in such a 
manner that the maximum free length in the panel is 
minimal. 

GR-5 The stowing of the panel and the reflectors has to be 
operable.  

GR-6 The HDRS needs to be reliable. 
 

 

Quantitative requirements Description 

GR-7 In stowed configuration the panel structure has a 
minimum resonance frequency fres of 50 Hz. 

GR-8 In released configuration the panel structure has a 
minimum resonance frequency fres of 0.1 Hz. 

GR-9 Panel structure has margins of safety included regarding 
strength for launch (15G in all directions). 
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GR-10 Costs should be considered in the design as well, since 
the overall objective is cost reduction. 
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Load case 
As was stated in the requirements, the construction must be able to withstand 15G in all directions. Also 

the fixation has to allow for the expanding and contracting of material under influence of temperature 

difference. A schematic overview is made to show what could be done to fix the panel. 

 
Point 1 is the middle HDRS (the red circle) and point 2 are the edge HDRS (the red squares). 
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Concepts for function 1: Transfer energy from point 1 to point 2.  
 

Drive shaft: 

A torsion spring is connected to 

an axis that can transfer rotation. The panel springback allows an arm to pass underneath and thus release 

the spring. The axis will rotate and the lock holding the girder will move away and release the girder. 

Lipstick mechanism: 

The lipstick mechanism is 

placed between the nels and the cup/cone. The lipstick mechanism wants to rotate due to a compression 

spring that pulls on the rope attached to it. The rope holds the girder that is connected to another girder 

which holds the panel down. When the tension from the nels is gone the lipstick mechanism will push up 

the solar panel and release the girder consequently by moving the cable. 

 

Knee mechanism: 
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Due to a spring that forces a 

rotation on one of the parts (tbd), the knee wants to move upwards and the rotate the long telescopic 

shaft. When it rotates up it will push away the girder and thus release the panel. 

 

Pinpuller with cable: 

When the nels cuts the cable 

the force of the compression spring will force the panel to ‘’springback’’. This change of position means 

that the cable which is attached to the upper side of this construction, is pulled upwards. The cable is 

guided towards the pin that holds the girder and pulls the locking mechanism out, and releasing the 

panel. 
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Gear and toothed rack: 

The button that was pulled down 

with stowing wants to push up due to a compression spring. When it can move up it will drive a gear that 

drives another rack that pulls/releases a pin/something that will move the girder and release the panel. 

 

Torsionspring above nels: 

Similar to the lipstick mechanism, 

a separated part is placed between the nels and the cup/cone. The part is wound up with a torsion spring. 

When the nels cuts the rope the panel will spring back and the torsion spring can drive a shaft that pushes 

the girder back and thus releases the panel. 
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Seasaw: 

The same principle as the gear 

and toothed rack, except that the shaft is fixed on a higher position hinge. When the button is allowed to 

move up, the shaft pushes the girder backwards and releases the panel. 
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Concepts for function 2: Hold panel at position 2  
 

Clamp that is hinged at s/c body: 

The clamp holds the panel by a 

sphere, so that translation in the planar direction is possible. The clamp is fixed on a hinge close to the s/c 

body. When being releases, the panel will roll over the sphere as the clamp moves away. 

 

Clamp that is hinged at panel height: 

the clamp is released allow the grey rod 

to move downwards. This releases the pressure on the panel. 

 

 

Double clamp that moves through solar panel: 
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The panel is fixed by the two clamps 

that are hinged on a rod that is moved through a hole in the panel. The clamps are released when the axis 

with the locks is moved up and allowed to rotate. When they are allowed to rotate, the panel pushes the 

clamps up and will be released. 
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Appendix D: All ADAMS Data 
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